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Abstract
This systematic review answered two questions among adults with chronic conditions: When included in the same statistical
model, are Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy both associated with (1) self-management behaviors and
(2) health outcomes? We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines
and included 29 articles. When included in the same statistical model, Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy
were both correlated with outcomes. Self-efficacy was more consistently associated with self-management behaviors,
and Common Sense Model constructs were more consistently associated with health outcomes. Findings support the
continued inclusion and integration of both frameworks to understand and/or improve chronic illness self-management
and outcomes.
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As no one theory, framework, or model can explain the
complexity of human behavior, there is interest in integrating them to improve our understanding of self-management
behaviors (e.g. adherence to medication, exercise, and diet
regimens) and health outcomes (e.g. quality of life, pain,
and disability). Integrating theoretical frameworks could
also improve our understanding of the effectiveness of
behavioral interventions by identifying potential treatment
targets. However, if frameworks are redundant, integration
can unnecessarily complicate our understanding of phenomena and “threaten the scientific principle of parsimony”
(Birken et al., 2017: 2).
Over a decade ago, Lau-Walker (2006) proposed the
integration of the Common Sense Model of Self-Regulation
and the self-efficacy framework, which have separately
guided behavioral health research for years (Bandura,
1997; Bandura and Locke, 2003; Leventhal et al., 1980,
2003, 2011). She noted that the Common Sense Model
describes the general effects of information gained prior to
illnesses on health behaviors, whereas self-efficacy focuses

on the effects of specific experiences on enacting specific
health behaviors. Lau-Walker also noted several commonalities between the Common Sense Model and self-efficacy,
including a focus on the importance of individual experience as opposed to personality. She concluded that through
their integration, researchers and clinicians could address
patients’ initial conceptions of illness (via the Common
Sense Model) as well as patients’ confidence in their ability
to adopt and maintain health behaviors (via self-efficacy)
resulting in better, more individualized interventions that
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address the varied needs of patients, including the effects of
an illness on a person’s lifestyle, required behavioral
changes, and how to sustain those changes.

The Common Sense Model: health
beliefs and behaviors in daily life
The Common Sense Model emerged from research examining the effect of fear on health behaviors. Leventhal et al.
found that neither a threat message nor an action plan alone
were sufficient to lead to health behavior change, but that
they did motivate health behavior change when combined
(Leventhal, 1971; Leventhal et al., 1965; Leventhal and
Trembly, 1968). Subsequent studies found that individuals
form cognitive representations, termed illness representations, based on their perceptions and beliefs about health
threats (i.e. illnesses). These multi-level illness representations include both concrete “perceptual” experiences (e.g.
symptoms and functional changes) and abstract concepts
and labels (e.g. hypertension; Baumann and Leventhal,
1985; Meyer et al., 1985). When combined with action
plans, illness representations direct decisions and behaviors
related to threat management (i.e. self-management).
Most research on the Common Sense Model focuses on
these illness representations. Indeed, conceptualizing illness representations as combining perceptions and abstract
concepts sets the Common Sense Model apart from other
health belief frameworks, which tend to focus only on the
abstract (Leventhal et al., 2016). Illness representations are
generally classified into five content areas: identity (e.g.
symptoms, illness’ name), timeline (e.g. expected and
experienced duration, perceived rate of onset), control/cure
(e.g. whether the condition can be controlled/cured), cause
(e.g. contact with a causal agent), and consequence (e.g.
disruption of ongoing activities, prognosis). While not the
focus of this review, the Common Sense Model also
describes treatment representations, which are formed
using the same five content areas. (See Leventhal et al.
(2016) for a thorough description of all facets of the
Common Sense Model.)
The Common Sense Model proposes a dynamic interplay between illness representations, self-management, and
health outcomes. For example, imagine a person with head
pain. If they identify that health threat as an acute headache
without serious consequences, they are likely to manage
the pain with something simple, like ibuprofen. If the ibuprofen reduces the pain, it confirms their illness representation of the headache as an acute, inconsequential problem.
As a result, they are likely to repeat the same set of behaviors the next time they identify head pain as an acute headache. However, if the ibuprofen fails to reduce the pain,
their model of illness and management becomes incoherent. To regain coherence, their illness representation may
change, for example, they may identify the pain as an aneurysm: an acute problem with serious consequences. As a
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result, they will now manage the health threat with a more
serious treatment, such as a visit to the emergency room.
The emergency room visit then serves as the opening phase
of a series of treatments and experiences that will define the
consequences and ultimate control of the condition.
There is strong evidence, from cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses,
that illness representations are correlated with a variety of
physical and mental health outcomes, including physical
functioning, emotional well-being, and adherence to selfmanagement behaviors (Baines and Wittkowski, 2013;
Broadbent et al., 2011; Hagger et al., 2017; Hagger and
Orbell, 2003; Kaptein et al., 2008). At the same time, effect
sizes for these associations tend to be small to moderate
(Hagger et al., 2017; McAndrew et al., 2018). One reason
for the small effect sizes may be that while the Common
Sense Model can explain the choice of a self-management
behavior, the choice does not always result in actual behavior (Webb and Sheeran, 2006).

Self-efficacy: a general approach to
motivated behavior
Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997), or belief in one’s ability to
enact specific behaviors in specific situations, has been
suggested as a natural corollary to the Common Sense
Model and as a way to explain additional variance in selfmanagement behaviors (Lau-Walker, 2006; Leventhal and
Cameron, 1987). Self-efficacy theory was developed as
part of Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1997) but is also
a framework in its own right (Lau-Walker, 2006). The
framework suggests that four types of mastery experiences
provide the basis for judgments about self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1997). Enactive experiences involve actively
participating in a task and are the most influential. Vicarious
experiences involve watching and/or comparing one’s performance on a task to another’s performance on a task.
Vicarious mastery experiences are particularly powerful in
the early phases of learning and/or when one perceives the
person performing the task and the situation in which the
task is performed as similar to one’s own. The efficacy of
the third type of mastery experience, verbal persuasion,
depends on the credibility of the source. Finally, physical
and emotional states can affect how individuals interpret
task performance and therefore affect self-efficacy.
The self-efficacy framework also suggests that perceived self-efficacy affects behavior by influencing cognitive processes (e.g. planning for the future), motivational
processes (e.g. improved commitment to goals), and regulating potentially disruptive affective processes (e.g. fear of
failure). Given the dynamic nature of self-efficacy, efforts
at mastery can increase or decrease self-efficacy. For example, if a person feels confident in their ability to engage in
exercise (i.e. they have high self-efficacy), attending an
exercise class is an enactive mastery experience that can
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lead to stable and/or increased self-efficacy if participation
was easy or decreased self-efficacy if participation was difficult. Therefore, it is not only the behavior that affects selfefficacy but also the outcome of the behavior.
While the self-efficacy framework was not developed
specifically to describe health behaviors, cross-sectional
studies, longitudinal studies, and systematic reviews suggest that higher levels of self-efficacy are associated with
engaging in health behaviors, such as care after stroke
(Jones and Riazi, 2011), smoking cessation (Villanti et al.,
2010), physical activity in older adults (Schepens et al.,
2012), and adherence to diabetes self-management regimens (Gherman et al., 2011). Furthermore, a review of literature found that increasing self-efficacy can lead to
beneficial changes in health behaviors (Sheeran et al.,
2016), for example, through cognitive behavioral techniques such as goal setting and self-monitoring (Nezami
et al., 2016).

Complementary differences and
overlap
As noted by Lau-Walker (2006), the Common Sense Model
and self-efficacy have complementary differences that support their integration. The Common Sense Model focuses
on how illness beliefs guide the selection of self-management behaviors, particularly via interpretations of illness
and health outcomes. That is, how the experience of a set of
symptoms coalesces into illness representations and action
plans for self-management. The self-efficacy framework
emphasizes how beliefs about self-management behaviors
guide self-management, which then affect health outcomes.
For example, how confidence in being able to adhere to
medication affects the likelihood of taking that medication.
As suggested by Lau-Walker (2006), understanding these
varied inputs could improve our understanding of self-management behaviors and our ability to intervene to affect
health outcomes through self-management behaviors.
At the same time, at least some Common Sense Model
constructs overlap with the self-efficacy framework.
Previous research has found a small to moderate, positive
correlation between self-efficacy and the Common Sense
Model’s control/cure domain (Bonsaksen et al., 2013;
Griva et al., 2000) and a smaller positive correlation
between self-efficacy and the timeline domain (LauWalker, 2004). There are also conceptual similarities. Both
frameworks put a primary focus on an individual’s experiences and perceptions and suggest that personal experiences are unlikely to affect beliefs and behaviors unless
understood and framed within cognitive schemas.
Therefore, while the conceptual case for combining the
Common Sense Model and self-efficacy is undoubtedly
strong, given these similarities, one cannot assume that
constructs from both frameworks will explain variance in
outcomes when included in the same statistical models.

The present review
Given their complementary differences and overlap, recommendations for their integration, and the rapid increase in
studies applying both the Common Sense Model and selfefficacy framework (see Supplementary Material 1), our
goal was to answer two questions—When included in the
same model, are Common Sense Model constructs and selfefficacy both associated with (1) self-management behaviors and (2) health outcomes? To answer these questions, we
reviewed studies seeking to understand behaviors and outcomes of patients with chronic health conditions. Assessing
the simultaneous contributions of these frameworks is necessary to advance theory, guide integration efforts, provide a
broader perspective on how the frameworks can be used to
facilitate health behaviors, and to inform the parsimonious
design and analysis of behavioral health research.

Methods
We followed Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines for systematic reviews (Moher et al., 2009) to answer two questions among people with chronic conditions—When
included in the same model, are Common Sense Model
constructs and self-efficacy both associated with (1) selfmanagement behaviors and (2) health outcomes? For this
review, the Common Sense Model was represented by
measures of illness representations. Self-efficacy measures
had to be related to self-management of the specific condition under study (e.g. diabetes self-management self-efficacy) or specific behaviors (e.g. exercise self-efficacy).
Studies were eligible if they were published in English in a
peer-reviewed journal and included measures of both
Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy in at
least one statistical model related to chronic illness selfmanagement behaviors or health outcomes. Participants
had to have a chronic condition. Any study design and
length of follow-up was acceptable. Our focus was on studies aiming to understand/predict behavior (there were not
enough studies to examine changes in behavior). Given our
interest in understanding whether the constructs were statistically significant correlates in the same statistical model
(i.e. coefficients in multivariable analyses), our approach
prohibited meta-analysis, which relies on coefficients from
bivariate correlations and cannot be completed with regression coefficients. Protocol is available at: https://www.
mcandrewhealthlab.com/.
To obtain generalizable information, we excluded articles that used general self-efficacy measures, review articles, studies with pediatric populations, studies reporting
on qualitative work, studies that were not described as testing Common Sense Model constructs or self-efficacy, studies that did not provide sufficient information on whether
the measures of interest were simultaneously included in
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statistical models, and studies in which statistical models/
outcomes were not clearly defined. We also excluded studies that reported on the same outcome at the same timepoint
using the same cohort as another study (e.g. longitudinal
studies reporting on the same timepoint).
On 23 June 2017, we searched PubMed, MEDLINE,
PsycINFO, CINAHL, and Web of Science using the following search terms (based on PubMed search): ((((“social cognitive theory”) OR “self efficacy”) OR “self-efficacy”)) AND
(((((“common sense model”) OR “illness perception*”) OR
“illness representation*”) OR “illness belief*”) OR “treatment representation*”). We included “treatment representation” to ensure we did not miss relevant articles but did not
assess treatment representations in this review. Search entries
for each database are available in Supplementary Material 2.
After obtaining records from each database, we combined results in a reference manager (EndNote) to remove
duplicates. Next, two authors separately reviewed half of
the abstracts to exclude articles based on the criteria listed
above. Those authors then downloaded full-text articles for
the remaining abstracts and reviewed roughly 30 percent
together to refine the exclusion process. Once 80-percent
agreement on exclusion was reached, the authors separately
reviewed the remaining full-text articles to determine the
final list of included papers. A third author offered statistical consultation, and all three authors discussed articles
about which any author felt unsure.
After compiling a final list of included articles, two
authors entered the following information into an excel
spreadsheet: first author, date, location, setting, sample size,
gender distribution, race/ethnicity distribution, study design,
setting, patient population, type of analysis, Common Sense
Model measure, self-efficacy measure, self-management
behavior(s), health outcome(s), variables included in final
analyses, and a qualitative description of findings. In addition, the authors determined the primary summary measure,
that is, whether self-management behaviors and/or health
outcomes were associated with (1) both Common Sense
Model constructs and self-efficacy; (2) Common Sense
Model constructs, but not self-efficacy; (3) Self-efficacy,
but not Common Sense Model constructs; or (4) neither
Common Sense Model constructs nor self-efficacy. We then
separated findings based on outcome (i.e. self-management
behaviors and health outcomes) and study design. We
included results from any statistical model that provided the
simultaneous direct effects of at least one Common Sense
Model construct and self-efficacy.
During data abstraction, each of the two authors did primary data extraction for half the articles and then validated
extraction for the other half of the articles. Finally, all three
authors reviewed summary tables separately and together
to narratively describe and synthesize results. We collected
information on the effects of Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy when they were included in the
same model and most models included many other factors
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(e.g. demographic characteristics, other psychological constructs). Therefore, we do not report effect sizes as they
would be difficult to compare across models with different
covariates and outcomes. Consistent with other work, effect
sizes were generally small to moderate (Hagger et al., 2017;
McAndrew et al., 2018). We used the Quality Assessment
Tool for Observational Cohort and Cross-Sectional Studies
(National Institutes of Health, 2014) to assess study quality
as “good,” “fair,” or “poor.” We updated this search on 10
April 2019, using the same methods, but limiting the search
to our prior search date (Supplementary Material 2).

Results
The initial search resulted in 525 abstracts (Figure 1). We
excluded 181 duplicates and reviewed the remaining 344
abstracts, excluding an additional 234 because they did not
meet inclusion criteria. Next, we reviewed 110 full-text
articles, which resulted in 24 articles meeting inclusion criteria. The updated search resulted in five additional articles
(after reviewing 119 abstracts, excluding 57 duplicates, and
reviewing 28 full-text articles (Figure 2)). The final 29 articles (Supplementary Material 1) reported results of 55 statistical models that included both a measure of the Common
Sense Model and self-efficacy (i.e. many articles reported
multiple models). Also of note, the 29 included articles represented 25 studies as the following groups of articles
reported on different outcomes among the same participant
cohorts: (1) Foster et al. (2010) and Campbell et al. (2013);
(2) Gandy et al. (2013, 2015); and (3) Steca et al. (2013: a),
Greco et al. (2014, 2015).
The 25 studies included participants with a range of
conditions, including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,
cancer, arthritis, and low back pain (Table 1). Most articles
had cross-sectional designs (n = 17), 10 were longitudinal,
and 2 used data from randomized controlled trials. Few
articles reported race/ethnicity. Roughly 79 percent of the
articles were published within 7 years of the search. The
quality of most studies was rated “good” or “fair” due to
their cross-sectional or observational nature. Only five
articles reported power calculations, with just one of those
reporting standardized point estimates, and there was often
an absence of information on participation rates among eligible persons.
Models of self-management behaviors, such as medication adherence, exercise, and diet, were tested in 15 studies.
Correlates of health outcomes, such as quality of life, disability, and pain, were tested in 17 studies. Almost all studies
of self-management behaviors were based in primary care,
and most studies of health outcomes were based in specialty settings (Tables 2 and 3). In many cases, Common
Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy were significant
and simultaneous correlates of self-management behaviors
and health outcomes. However, as can be seen in Tables 2
and 4, self-efficacy was a more consistent correlate of
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Figure 1. Flowchart for search completed on 23 June 2017.

Figure 2. Flowchart for search completed on 10 April 2019.
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(2013, 2015); and (3) Greco et al. (2014, 2015) and Steca et al. (2013). #All references are provided in Supplement 1.

Country

First author (year)

Table 1. Characteristics of included articles.
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 Adherence to cholesterol medication
due to
   Multiple medication issues
  Managing issues
  Forgetfulness
   Medication belief issues
 Adherence to asthma medication
due to
   Managing and availability issues
  Forgetfulness
   Beliefs and convenience issues
  Cost issues
Other
Diabetes self-management behaviors
Lifestyle adherence

 Change in CSM or self-efficacy on
adherence at 6M
Adherence
Adherence

Exercise-related
Adherence
Exercise change after cancer diagnosis
Adherence
Diet-related
Adherence
Diet change after cancer diagnosis
Adherence to a gluten-free diet
Adherence
Nutrition habits
Medication-related
Adherence
Adherence
Adherence
Baseline adherence

Self-management behavior

°

•

•
°

•

Cross-sectional
RCT

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

•
•
•
•

°
°
°

°
°
°

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional
RCT

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Prospective
Secondary analysis
of cluster RCT

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

°

•
•

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Study design

•

°

•

°

°
°

•

°

°
°

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

°

°

°

°

•

•

Self-efficacy
as correlate

°

CSM as
correlate

Path analysis
Multivariate analysis of variance
for general linear modeling

Regression
Regression
Regression
Regression

Regression
Regression
Regression
Regression
Regression

Hierarchical multiple regression
Multivariate analysis of variance
for general linear modeling
Regression

Multivariate logistic regression

Multiple linear regression
Multivariable logistic regression
Multilevel linear regression
Multivariate logistic regression

Multiple regression
Multiple regression
Logistic regression
Hierarchical multiple regression
Path analysis

Multiple regression
Multiple regression
Hierarchical multiple regression

Analysis

Specialty
Primary care

Other
Other
Other
Other

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

Other

Primary care
Primary care

Primary care

Primary care
Primary care
Specialty
Primary care

NR
NR
Other
Primary care
Specialty

NR
NR
Primary care

Setting

CSM: Common Sense Model; NR: not reported; RCT: randomized controlled trial; M: month.
•Denotes significant correlate; °denotes not significant correlate. Other indicates settings other than primary care or specialty settings, and specific information is supplied in Table 1. Statistical models and study design are described
as written in the article. #All references are provided in Supplement 1.
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#Platt (2014)
#Zelber-Sagi (2017)

#Green (2014)

#Platt (2014)

#Green (2014)

First author (year)

Table 2. Correlations among Common Sense Model constructs, self-efficacy, and self-management behaviors.
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°

•

°
°
°

•
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°

°
°

°

•

°
°
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•

°

•
•
•

°

°
°
°

•
•
•
•

°
°
°
°

•

°
°

•

Self-efficacy
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

°

•
•
•
•
•

°
°

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional

Prospective
Prospective
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
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Cross-sectional
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Prospective observational
Prospective
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Prospective cohort
Cross-sectional
Prospective cohort
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Prospective
Prospective
Prospective
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Cross-sectional
Longitudinal
Longitudinal

Study design

Bootstrapped regression
Bootstrapped regression

Path analysis
Path analysis
SEM
SEM
Path analysis
Path analysis
Path analysis
Path analysis
Heretical regression
Path analysis
Multivariate regression
Multivariate regression
Multivariate regression

Longitudinal multilevel linear
regression
Multivariable linear regression
Multivariable linear regression
Multistage linear regression
Multivariate logistic regression
Multivariate logistic regression
Logistic regression
Multivariate regression
Path analysis
Path analysis
SEM
SEM
Path analysis
Linear regression
Hierarchical linear regression

Statistical model

Specialty
Specialty

Specialty
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Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty

Primary care
Primary care
Primary care
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Specialty
Specialty
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Specialty
Specialty
Other
Specialty
Specialty
Specialty
Primary care
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Setting

CSM: Common Sense Model; M: month; FU: follow-up; Y: year; BL: baseline; SEM: structural equation modeling.
•Denotes significant correlate; °denotes not significant correlate.
Articles marked with * are groups of articles reporting on different outcomes among the same study: (1) Foster et al. (2010) and Campbell et al. (2013); (2) Gandy et al. (2013, 2015); and (3) Greco et al. (2014, 2015) and Steca
et al. (2013). Statistical models and study design are described as written in the article. Other indicates settings other than primary care or specialty settings, and specific information is supplied in Table 1. #All references are
provided in Supplement 1.
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#Bishop (2015)

First author
(year)

Table 3. Correlations among Common Sense Model constructs, self-efficacy, and health outcomes.
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Table 4. Proportion of statistical models finding both Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy, only Common Sense
Model constructs, only self-efficacy, or neither was correlated with self-management behavior or health outcomes.
Self-management behavior
Exercise
Total no. of studies
Total no. of articles
Total no. of models
Significant predictors
Both (%)
CSM only (%)
Self-efficacy only (%)
Neither (%)

Diet

Medication
adherence

Health outcome
Other
behaviors

Total

Symptoms

Quality of life/
satisfaction

A1c

Total

2
2
3

4
4
5

7
7
15

2
2
2

15
15
25

10
12
15

6
7
13

1
1
2

17
20
30

0
33
33
33

40
40
20
0

27
0
67
7

0
50
50
0

24
16
52
8

40
40
0
20

31
38
15
15

0
50
0
50

33
40
7
20

CSM: Common Sense Model
Both refers to both Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy.

self-management behaviors. Alternatively, as can be seen in
Tables 3 and 4, the Common Sense Model emerged as a
more consistent correlate of health outcomes.

Self-management behaviors
The studies assessing correlates of self-management
behaviors included at least one of the following outcomes:
medication adherence (n = 15 models, n =7 articles), dietary adherence (n = 5 models, n = 4 articles), exercise
adherence (n = 3 models, n = 2 articles), and diabetes selfmanagement (n = 2 models, n = 2 articles; Table 2). These
studies included data on a total of 25 statistical models. Of
these models, 20 were based on cross-sectional designs, 2
were from the same randomized control trial, 2 were from
the same secondary analysis of a cluster randomized control trial, and 1 was based on data from a prospective
design. Patterns were similar across different sample sizes
and length of follow-up.
Among the 20 cross-sectional models, 45 percent of the
statistical models found self-efficacy, but not Common
Sense Model constructs correlated with self-management
behaviors, 30 percent found that both frameworks were correlated with self-management behaviors, 20 percent found
that only Common Sense Model constructs were correlated
with self-management behaviors, and 5 percent (one study)
found that neither framework was correlated with self-management behaviors. All four models based on randomized
control trial data found that only self-efficacy was associated with self-management behaviors. The prospective
study found that neither framework was associated with
self-management behaviors.

Health outcomes
The studies testing correlates of health outcomes assessed
symptoms (n = 15 models, n = 12 articles), quality of life

and/or health satisfaction (n = 13 models, n = 7 articles), and
hemoglobin A1c (n = 2 models, n = 1 article; Table 3).
Patterns were similar across sample sizes, length of followup, and study design. Of the 15 statistical models based on
data from cross-sectional designs, 47 percent found that
Common Sense Model constructs, but not self-efficacy,
were correlated with health outcomes, 33 percent found that
both frameworks were correlated with health outcomes,
13 percent found that neither framework was associated
with health outcomes, and 7 percent found that self-efficacy, but not Common Sense Model constructs, was correlated with health outcomes. Of the 15 statistical models
based on data from prospective designs, 33 percent found
that Common Sense Model constructs, but not self-efficacy,
were correlated with health outcomes, 33 percent found that
both frameworks were correlated with health outcomes,
27 percent found that neither framework was associated
with health outcomes, and 7 percent found that self-efficacy, but not Common Sense Model constructs, was correlated with health outcomes.

Discussion
This review demonstrates an increasing interest in understanding the relative effects of the Common Sense Model
and the self-efficacy framework, with 79 percent of papers
published within 7 years of the search. When included in
the same statistical model, constructs from both the
Common Sense Model and self-efficacy were unique correlates of chronic illness self-management behaviors and
health outcomes. Self-efficacy was more consistently
linked with self-management behaviors (76% of models for
self-efficacy vs 40% for the Common Sense Model), particularly with regard to medication adherence, which was
the most commonly assessed behavior. The Common Sense
Model had more consistent associations with overall health
outcomes (73% of models for the Common Sense Model vs
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40% for self-efficacy), particularly for quality of life. The
results offer empirical support for the simultaneous inclusion of Common Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy
in statistical models.
The theoretical basis of the Common Sense Model provides one possible explanation for why its constructs were
more consistently linked with health outcomes than selfmanagement behaviors. The Common Sense Model suggests that illness representations are based on perceptions
(e.g. pain, fatigue) and abstract concepts (e.g. labeling a
group of symptoms arthritis). Therefore, illness representations, as opposed to self-efficacy, may be more likely to conceptually map onto many patient-reported health outcomes,
which are also based on perceptions (e.g. pain or fatigue
preventing daily activity) and abstract concepts (e.g. general
beliefs about pain or fatigue levels among peers). It is also
possible that illness representations influence health indirectly through increasing or decreasing emotional distress,
optimism, and other factors that are known to influence
quality of life. This match between latent constructs may be
missing with regard to associations between Common Sense
Model constructs and self-management behaviors, as measures of the latter tend to focus on concrete behaviors as
opposed to abstract beliefs. Therefore, while our results suggest that illness representations are related to self-management behaviors, it is not necessarily surprising that they had
a less consistent relationship with self-management behaviors than self-efficacy.
Indeed, the self-efficacy framework puts a primacy on
specific behaviors. As a result, there was more often an unambiguous link between the measurement of self-efficacy for a
self-management behavior (e.g. exercise self-efficacy) and
patient-reported self-management behaviors (e.g. adherence
to exercise recommendations). Given that chronic illness selfmanagement often requires many different behaviors, most
studies in this review included self-efficacy measures that
encompassed many types of behaviors (e.g. diabetes selfmanagement self-efficacy). Studies that included multiple
behavior-specific self-efficacy measures (e.g. exercise selfefficacy and diet self-efficacy) were more likely find a significant relationship between self-efficacy and self-management
behaviors. It is possible that these designs more accurately
capture the true nature of the association between self-efficacy and corresponding self-management behaviors.
Our results offer further support for the theoretical integration of the Common Sense Model and self-efficacy
frameworks because they provide different, but complementary information. At the same time, past work has
found statistically significant correlations between the control domain of the Common Sense Model and self-efficacy
(Bonsaksen et al., 2013; Griva et al., 2000). One interpretation of these findings is that self-efficacy and the control
domain assess the same underlying construct. While not the
focus of this review, the incuded studies suggest that this is
not always the case. Chou (2019) found that the control
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domain, but not self-efficacy, significantly affected quality
of life (the two frameworks were added in separate steps),
whereas Foster et al. (2010) found that both self-efficacy
and control were associated with pain-related disability.
Finally, our results highlight the complexity inherent in
understanding, predicting, and affecting human thoughts
and behaviors. An illustrative example is provided by the
longitudinal work presented in two studies from a single
cohort of patients with low back pain (Campbell et al.,
2013; Foster et al., 2010). These studies had the largest
sample sizes of included work. The first tested 20 psychological predictors including factors related to the Common
Sense Model, self-efficacy, depression and anxiety, coping,
and fear avoidance (Foster et al., 2010). Common Sense
Model constructs (personal control, acute/chronic timeline,
and illness identity) and self-efficacy were the only psychological variables to predict disability over 6 months in the
final model (Foster et al., 2010). Conversely, a second
study of the same cohort over a different time frame found
Common Sense Model constructs, but not self-efficacy,
predicted pain over 5 years (Campbell et al., 2013), suggesting the explanatory power of the theories may differ
depending on time frames and outcomes of interest.

Clinical implications
Our finding that the two frameworks offer unique and complementary information suggests there is value in developing and testing interventions based on both frameworks.
Specifically, we propose that illness representations provide a way to tailor mastery experiences to ensure they are
sufficiently specific to enhance self-efficacy and subsequently encourage behaviors to improve health. Chronic
illness self-management behaviors are complex, which can
make it difficult for individuals to understand how specific
self-management experiences relate to future self-management and medical outcomes (Bandura, 1997). Because
mastery experiences motivate both effective and ineffective
behaviors, maladaptive illness representations can lead
patients to engage in ineffective self-management behaviors that increase self-efficacy but do not improve health.
For instance, individuals who believe they have asthma
only when they have symptoms (i.e. a maladaptive illness
representation) are less likely to adhere to maintenance
medications (Kaptein et al., 2008). Connecting mastery
experiences to existing illness and treatment representations may clarify the value and effectiveness of specific
behaviors. For example, in the case of diabetes, some individuals eschew dietary change because it results in stress
and stress increases glucose levels (Breland et al., 2013).
For these patients, validating illness representations (i.e.
stress as a cause of the health threat of increased glucose
levels) while simultaneously creating mastery experiences
to demonstrate that it is possible to eat healthfully without
increasing stress (e.g. by providing access to healthful
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food) and/or that it is possible to manage stress (e.g. deep
breathing as a way to control stress) should lead to better
self-efficacy, self-management, and health.

problems. Ecological momentary assessment may be
another useful approach as it offers a way to assess illness
beliefs and behaviors in real time.

Limitations and future directions

Conclusion

Common limitations in the reviewed studies included crosssectional designs, small sample sizes, and little information
on statistical power and response rates among eligible persons. Structural equation modeling was quite common, but
some studies failed to specify the paths that were included/
excluded in final models, which restricted comparisons
across studies. Comparisons were also complicated when
reported estimates were not defined as either standardized
or unstandardized. In addition, the included studies were
generally not designed to determine whether the Common
Sense Model and self-efficacy should be theoretically integrated. Therefore, while this review provides initial evidence to support the integration of the Common Sense
Model and self-efficacy, the field could benefit from work
designed specifically to answer questions regarding that
integration. Such work can also address practical implications of integrating the two models, including increased
measurement burden and greater complexity of study design
and analyses, which could reduce statistical power. In addition, this future research must contend with the fact that outcomes of interest will differ depending on stakeholders and
strive to consider multiples points of view (e.g. patients,
providers, and payors).
Future research should also explore contextual factors
that influence these relationships, such as race and/or ethnicity (which were not reported in many of the included
studies). There were also few studies per disease group, and
only one study assessed an objective health outcome, so we
could not assess differences in findings across conditions or
compare differences between objective and perceived outcomes. Given the dynamic nature of the Common Sense
Model and self-efficacy, outcomes likely vary over different time points, which should be examined in future work.
Furthermore, the small to medium effect sizes for Common
Sense Model constructs and self-efficacy mean there are
multiple other factors influencing health behaviors and
health outcomes that can be explored in the future.
The almost exclusive use of the Illness Perception
Questionnaires to assess the Common Sense Model is both
a strength and limitation. It is a strength because it allows
for potential comparisons across illness domains in the
future. At the same time, Phillips et al. (2017) have persuasively argued that the Illness Perception Questionnaire is
inadequate to capture the dynamic nature of the Common
Sense Model, which may explain why the questionnaires
are not excellent predictors of self-management behaviors.
Mixed-methods research, that combines static self-report
measures with dynamic, qualitative descriptions of beliefs
and behaviors, could address some of these measurement

In studies and statistical models designed to understand
self-management behaviors and health outcomes related to
chronic conditions, Common Sense Model constructs and
self-efficacy are both consistent correlates. The Common
Sense Model may be particularly useful when trying to
understand health outcomes and self-efficacy when trying
to understand and/or change self-management behaviors.
Our results support the inclusion of both frameworks in
analyses and theoretical interpretations. The integration of
the frameworks in statistical models may better explain the
antecedents of self-management behaviors and health outcomes. The integration of the Common Sense Model and
the self-efficacy framework in interventions and research
practice could help in the design of interventions, thereby
advancing theory, expanding understanding of health
behaviors, identifying targets for intervention, and improving health outcomes.
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